In the published article, there were several errors regarding the affiliations of authors. Instead of affiliation 1, Michael Yao-Ping Peng should have the following affiliation, which has now been added as affiliation 2:

"School of Business Administration, Jimei University, Xiamen, China"

Yaoping Peng should have affiliation 3 instead of 2. Instead of affiliation 3, Yuang Zhang should have the following affiliation, which has been added as affiliation 4:

"College of Economics and Management, Xi\'an University of Posts & Telecommunications, Xi\'an, China"

The authors apologize for these errors and state that these do not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.

[^1]: Approved by: Frontiers Editorial Office, Frontiers Media SA, Switzerland
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[^3]: †These authors have contributed equally to this work and share first authorship
